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Disclaimer
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that
are predictive in nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,”
“will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or “estimate,” or other similar expressions.
Statements that look forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject to risks and
uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS. FLS are
not guarantees of future performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the FLS
contained herein are based upon what Sentry Investments and the portfolio manager believe to be reasonable
assumptions, neither Sentry Investments nor the portfolio manager can assure that actual results will be consistent
with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on FLS.
Unless required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or
obligation to update or revise FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
Sentry, Sentry Investments and the Sentry logo are trademarks of Sentry Select Capital Corp.
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About Sentry Investments


Founded in 1997 by John F. Driscoll



One of Canada’s largest and fastest-growing independent
asset management companies



Manages $10 billion in assets on behalf of more than
300,000 Canadian investors



Received back-to-back Lipper Fund Awards as Canada’s
Best Equity Funds Group in 2011 and 2012



One of only seven firms in Canada to receive the Brendan
Wood International (BWI) TopGun Asset Management Team
Award in 2012, one of only five firms to receive it in 2011,
and one of only four firms to receive it in 2010

The 2012 Lipper Awards were awarded based on the best risk-adjusted performance over the three-year period ended October 31, 2011. The
2011 Lipper Awards were awarded based on the best risk-adjusted performance over the three-year period ended October 31, 2010. Lipper Inc.
is a Thomson Reuters company.
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Current market environment


Core inflation is 1.01% in Canada and 2.00% in the U.S.



10-year bonds yield 1.86% in Canada and 1.96% in the U.S.



BBB corporate bonds yield 3.34% in Canada and 3.49% in the U.S.



Canadian preferreds yield 4.70%.



TSX is trading at 12.43x forward earnings with a 8.0% earnings yield.



S&P 500 is trading at 12.60x forward earnings with a 7.9% earnings yield.

Source: Standard & Poors, Bloomberg L.P., as at March 21, 2012.
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Defined contribution asset mix








Defined contribution plans
exploded in the 1980s/90s: capital
is in constant formation.
As of Q1 2012, they amount to
$4.2 trillion (64%) of U.S. private
pension assets and are at record
levels.
48% (or $2.0 trillion) is in mutual
funds.
Net mutual fund flows since 2007
have been entirely into fixed
income.

Investment Companies Institute: Cumulative
mutual fund flows 2007 to date is $862 billion

Source: Investment Companies Institute, Sentry Investments as at
December 31, 2012
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If flows determine price, is “Safety” as mispriced today as
“Growth” was in 2000?
Investment Company Institute:
Trailing 12-month net sales

Investment Funds Institute: Trailing 12 month
net sales. Balanced allocated to fixed income
and equity at neutral weight

Source: RBC Capital Markets, Haver Analytics, ICI as at
December 31, 2012

Source: Investment Company Institute, Credo Consulting, Sentry
Investments as at December 31, 2012

Bonds are safe because people are buying them. When flows reverse, they will no longer
be safe. Based on flows, the bond market has absorbed more money than equities at the
height of the dot-com bubble. Risk management is critical.
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Off-budget deficits count:
trillion-dollar annual debt increases at a minimum
(Billion USD)

2011A

2012E

2013E

2014E

2015E

2016E

GDP increase

2.9%

3.7%

2.6%

4.2%

6.3%

6.2%

Official deficit

$1,296

$1,079

$585

$345

$269

$302

$566

$627

$698

$728

$819

$868

Debt increase

$1,862

$1,706

$1,283

$1,073

$1,088

$1,170

Federal debt

$14,650

$16,356

$17,639

$18,712

$19,800

$20,970

Off-budget deficit*

Conclusion:


>$6 trillion or 40% dollar debt increase over 5 years of ‘economic boom’



Recession (or ‘fiscal cliff’) not allowed or debt spiral accelerates



U.S. credit rating remains under downgrade pressure through 2016

*Deficits in the Social Security trust funds and net cash flow of the Postal Service
Source: U.S. Congressional Budget Office; Sentry Investments
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Most investors do not have adequate capital for traditional
solutions: today’s solutions involve risk.
Capital required to earn $45,000 in investment income
Balanced portfolio: 40% debt, 60% equity

Fixed-income portfolio: (10 yr Cda + 75bps)

Source: Bloomberg LP, Sentry Investments, as at June 30, 2012
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Our investment philosophy
We are interested in:
− Positive absolute total returns with low volatility
− Consistent income with the potential for growth
− Long-term growth in asset value

Cash flow

Capital allocation

Risk analysis

Valuation

Superior
risk-adjusted returns
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Cash flow
1.

Best determinant of the value of a business
−
−
−

2.

Best measure of the riskiness of a business
−
−
−

3.

Risk is the potential for permanent loss of purchasing power
Value and risk must be linked to the same drivers
Cash-flow quality, volatility and duration are real measures of risk

Measure its resiliency
−
−
−

4.

Investments, debt service and dividends are all financed from cash flow, NOT earnings
A business that generates strong, rising cash flows is very valuable
Earnings can be manipulated, cash flow is hard to disguise

Cash flow volatility and margins over a full business cycle
Market structure and level of competition
Sensitivity to extraneous events and macro risks

Project into the future
−
−
−

Consistency and transparency for accurate forecasting
What are the drivers and determinants of cash flow growth?
What is the trend in cash flow margins and growth?

Cash may be king, but cash flow is divine.
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Capital allocation
1.

Capital demands a return
−
−
−

2.

What is the best use of cash flow?
−
−
−

3.

Can be in the form of dividends, interest or capital appreciation
Is a function of the firm’s return on capital (ROIC, ROA, ROE)
Returns on capital must be greater than the cost of that capital

Re-investment into the business if anticipated returns are high
Returning it to investors if anticipated returns are low
This discipline is crucial to the long-term returns realized by investors

Unbiased scorecard
−
−
−

Write-offs and impairments vs. rising dividends and stock buybacks
Capital hoarding vs. capital efficiency
Rational management teams protect capital and respect its cost

Capital allocation decisions drive long-term returns.
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Valuation
1.

Free cash flow yields
−
−
−

2.

Net asset value and intrinsic value
−
−
−

3.

What incremental return is required over the risk free rate?
What is the long-term growth rate in free cash flow?
What are the drivers of free cash flow growth?

What is the market value of the equity holder’s residual claim?
What are the required capital expenditures to maintain the asset base?
What are the major drivers of asset value?

Cost of capital
−
−
−

Does the business consistently earn returns in excess of its cost of capital?
Is management a prudent and rational allocator of capital?
Does the investment offer a return in excess of the fund’s cost of capital?

We buy quality cash flow when it’s cheap; we sell it when it’s expensive.
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Risk analysis


Risk is the potential for permanent loss of purchasing power.



We measure risk as a function of cash flow quality, duration and volatility.



These “controllable risks” can be identified through analysis and
compensated for by purchasing shares at a sufficient margin of safety.



Other “uncontrollable risks” are either random or malevolent, and usually
result in extreme market volatility.



Establish fund-specific hurdle rates of return for capital allocation. Run the
portfolio like a business.



When a crisis hits, market liquidity is an illusion; your investments must
survive.

Risk cannot be eliminated; it must be managed.
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Companies that outperform assembled into
portfolios that outperform
Total portfolio returns

Annualized volatility

(Dec 1986 – Dec 2012, equal weighted)

(Dec 1986 – Dec 2012, equal weighted)

12.0%
24%
23%

10.2%

16%
6.5%

13%

14%

2.2%

0.8%

Dividend
Growers

Dividend
Payers

TSX
Composite

Dividend
Cutters

Non-dividend
Payers

Dividend
Growers

Dividend
Payers

TSX
Non-dividend
Composite
Payers

Dividend
Cutters

Source: RBC Capital Markets Quantitative Research
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Power of compounding revisited
Investing vs. trading
Returns since 1871 − Return generator by time horizon (S&P 500)

Source: www.scribd.com
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After-tax real yields
GICs

DEX All Corporate
Bond Index Fund

S&P/TSX North
Am erican
Preferred Stock

S&P/TSX 60 Index
Fund

S&P/TSX Equity
Incom e Index

Wisdom Tree
LargeCap Dividend
Equity Index

2.45%

3.70%

4.83%

2.18%

4.85%

6.60%

% from Interest Income

100.00%

100.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Tax Rate

46.41%

46.41%

46.41%

46.41%

46.41%

39.60%

% from Dividends

0.00%

0.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Tax Rate

29.54%

29.54%

29.54%

29.54%

29.54%

20.00%

Yield

% from Capital Gains

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Tax Rate

23.20%

23.20%

23.20%

23.20%

23.20%

15.00%

232.00%
% from Return of Capital

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Tax Rate

23.20%

23.20%

23.20%

23.20%

23.20%

15.00%

After-Tax Yield

1.31%

1.98%

3.40%

1.54%

3.42%

5.28%

Inflation Assumption

2.00%

2.00%

2.00%

2.00%

2.00%

2.00%

Real After-Tax Yield

-0.69%

-0.02%

1.40%

-0.46%

1.42%

3.28%

Sources: GICdirect.com, iShares DEX All Corporate Bond Index Fund, S&P/TSX North American Preferred Stock Index Fund, iShares S&P
TSX 60 Index Fund, S&P/TSX Equity Income Index, Wisdom Tree LargeCap Dividend Equity Index
GIC - Non-Registered Monthly Pay 5yr GIC; as at February 21, 2013.

Equities currently provide superior, after-tax, real yields.
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Why are investors overweight equities at high valuations
and underweight at low valuations?
P/E of trailing 12 month reported earnings

Source: Sentry Investments, Bloomberg L.P., as at December 31, 2012

Distribution of P/Es

Source: Sentry Investments, Bloomberg L.P., January 29, 1954 to
December 31, 2012

As with the long-term trend in the market, recent valuation activity has been around one standard
deviation below trend P/E level. At the current level of 13.9x, the market has traded at higher
valuations over 61% of the time.
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Relative valuation gives major market signals: risk on or off
S&P 500 Trailing Recurring Earnings Yield less 10 Yr U.S. Treasury Yield
Large U.S. companies
offer the best relative
price opportunities
since 1974.
Note that the best
value opportunity
occurred in the
1977/80 recovery
period during the last
secular bear market.
We are finding better
value in U.S. equities
than in their Canadian
counterparts.

Source: Bloomberg L.P., Sentry Investments as at December 31, 2012
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Transition from secular bear to secular bull occurs during
bear phase when price compensates for risk
Major bear market
bottoms are created by
major asset mix shifts.
1932 and 1974 were
generational lows for
equities. 2009 looks to
be one as well.
When you have
capitulation behaviour
and valuations collapse
you are laying the
foundation for a new
primary trend in that
asset class.

Source: Robert Shiller, Bloomberg L.P., Sentry Investments as at December 31, 2012
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A process that has delivered results

Cash flow

Capital allocation

Risk analysis

Valuation

Superior
risk-adjusted returns
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